THE IICRC:
A POWERHOUSE TRIFECTA
The work performed in the Cleaning, Inspection, and Restoration Industries
should not be taken lightly. Handling chaotic environments requires
specific skills and the consumers’ safety is always priority.
Distinguishing true professionals from the dishonest who prey on the
vulnerable becomes easier with a reliable organization attached: the IICRC.
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1. The Impact of IICRC Standards
The need for universally accepted concepts and procedures was
met when the IICRC created a set of best practices for the
Cleaning, Inspection, and Restoration Industries.
Considered state-of-the-art in the area of contamination control,
the IICRC Standards provide guidelines and an unmatched level of
care to the consumer. They work because they help reduce redundancy, errors,
time and costs. Some are even adopted as code or regulation by local, state,
and federal authorities.
Learn more about current IICRC Standards
at IICRC.org/IICRCStandards.

2. The Importance of IICRC Certifications
As the most respected name in the industry, the IICRC has
developed the level of expertise in professionals for nearly 50 years.
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Investing in reputable education and training highlights one’s
dedication and genuine passion for the job. From rigorous courses
to continuing education; from obtaining one certification to reaching
IICRC Master and Triple Master status; there is no shortage of career opportunities
one can accomplish by being IICRC Certified.
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With over 20 certifications available and over 60K Certified Technicians
worldwide, the IICRC remains at the forefront as the premier education
provider in the Cleaning, Inspection, and Restoration Industries.
Discover more about building your career
at IICRC.org/IICRCCertifications.

3. The Value of IICRC Certified Firms
The IICRC Certified Firm status signifies excellence. By complying with
its Code of Ethics and employing staff that follows IICRC Standards,
they demonstrate proficiency, commitment to quality and
unparalleled service to the consumer. This ultimately protects costs
and reinforces their credibility.
Only Certified Firms are endorsed by the IICRC, giving them the recognition
and seal of approval as a business in the Cleaning, Inspection, and Restoration
Industries. They also have direct access to consumers and industry
professionals by being listed in the IICRC Global Locator.
Simply put, quality is the fine line between average and exceptional. By employing
IICRC Certified Firms, consumers get peace of mind by working with
knowledgeable companies that get the job done properly while following the
standard of care.
Learn more about IICRC Certified Firms
at IICRC.org/IICRCCertifiedFirm.

The IICRC: Where professionals find training.
And consumers find peace of mind .
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